Memorial Stadium #72

Building Gross Sq.Ft.: 771,828 sq.ft.
Re-commissioning Team Visit Period: Spring 2017

Principal Building Use: Stadium, Offices, Training Facilities

Building & Occupant Overview

Memorial Stadium is the university's football stadium, housing athletics offices, training facilities and locker rooms etc. It was originally built in the 1920’s and has had multiple renovations since. Including recent renovations in 2008 and 2013.

Re-commissioning Specifics & Results

A SEDAC report was completed on this facility which resulted in recommendation for significant savings ($250k+ per year) in the complex. A thorough investigation of the facility was completed.

Several scheduling changes were made to three DOA units. The visitors locker room unit was reviewed and a new occupancy schedule was implemented. The faulty steam valves were repaired on this unit also.

The kitchen HVAC system was reviewed and occupancy schedules implemented. The pushbutton override switch was repaired.

Timeclocks were utilized to implement occupancy schedules on several of the North end zone units. Lighting schedules were modified.